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(ii) f ( -n '~1\x) is absolutely continuous on R + 9
(iii) f <n \x)<l a.e. onjR + .
Under these conditions on ƒ, our goal is to establish best possible inequalities for the intermediate derivatives f^J\x The relevance of these functions to our class F becomes apparent after we make a preliminary change of scale and origin. We consider f(x) -aM n k (bx) {a > 0, b > 0) and determine a = a n k and b = b n k so that ||/IL = 1 on [-b~~x, b~l] and ft n \x) = 1 except at its knots. Then define
In this fashion we obtain the monospline B n k which
] is of norm 1 and has precisely n + 2k + 1 points of equioscillation there. By elementary zero counting arguments, one readily verifies that sign^> fc (0) = (-l)" + '.
With these preliminaries, we can now state the main theorem and its corollary.
PROOF. Suppose n + ƒ is odd and consider statement 1 of the theorem. Since the class F goes over into itself under translation to the left, it suffices to show f(i\0) >B$p k (0) for each ƒ G F. Suppose that this is not the case. So for some ƒ we have / J '\o) < B^k(0) < 0. We fix a, 0 < a < 1, so that B^k(0) -a/^CO) = 0 and put
Since ||a/|| < a < 1, equioscillation of B n k implies that h has n + 2k distinct zeros interior to the interval [0, 2b" 1 ]. Hence by Rolle's theorem, hS^ has n -ƒ + 2k zeros in the interior of the interval. On taking account of h(0) = 0, we conclude that h^ has n -j + 2k + 1 zeros, from which it follows that /j(«-i) must h ave 2k 4-2 zeros. This yields a contradiction, since from the hypothesis f^n\x) < 1 a. e., it follows that h^" 1^ must consist of exactly k + 1 increasing curves and as such can have no more than 2k + 1 zeros. (Here, of course, we count a jump discontinuity across the x-axis as a simple zero.)
Concerning the lack of a finite upper bound, one need merely consider the functions f(x) = (-1)"
Clearly, ƒ G F no matter how large M, and if n 4-ƒ is odd, fî\0) is large with M. The proof of statement 2 is exactly the same. Consideration of the above shows in addition that if n and ƒ are fixed with n + ƒ odd then the sequence {B^\(0)} ^_ 0 is monotonically increasing and bounded above by 0; hence we can set j3^ = lim^^l^^O). Similar remarks hold for n 4-ƒ even. In both cases one easily verifies that ft n ¥= 0 and that the inequalities of the corollary are valid. Now fix an interval [0, A]. Using the Ascoli-Arzela theorem and extracting subsequences if necessary, we define possible finite upper bounds and lower bounds for each f^\ 1 < ƒ < w -1. These results are handled in a fashion similar to the above. The main difference is that now there are two auxiliary functions H n (pc) and G n (x) which together play the role of B n (x) and supply the best constants in our inequalities. As an example of these results, when n = 2 and ƒ E F M , we have -2A/2 < ƒ'(x) < 2\/2M. Thus the lower bound on ƒ" governs the upper bound for ƒ '. This feature persists for the higher derivatives as a dependence on the parity of n + ƒ.
